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African Development Bank
CCIA Building
Please specify the stakeholder category that applies to you.

75 responses

- **Government / Public Sector**: 29.3%
- **Private Sector**: 65.3%
- **Development Partner**: 5.4%

**Primary purpose for attending**

75 responses

- To fast-track and mobilize financing for development projects: 24 (32%)
- To address sector reforms in the country: 49 (65.3%)
- To generate new deals for my pipeline: 42 (56%)

**Please specify your country(ies) of Interest**

75 responses

- Cote d'Ivoire: 44 (58.7%)
- Egypt: 17 (22.7%)
- Ethiopia: 37 (49.3%)
- Nigeria: 36 (48%)
- Zambia: 46 (61.3%)
Please specify which AfDB Energy Complex department that you would like to meet?
75 responses

- Energy Financial Solutions: 28 (37.3%)
- Power Systems Development: National, Sy...: 29 (38.7%)
- Climate Change and Green Growth: Climat...: 30 (40%)
- Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency:...: 42 (56%)
- Energy Statistics, Policy and Regulatio...: 5 (6.7%)

Please specify the country delegation(s) you would like to meet?
75 responses

- Cote d'Ivoire: Ministère des Mines et d...: 32 (42.7%)
- Egypt: Ministry of Electricity and Rene...: 15 (20%)
- Ethiopia: Ministry of Water, Irrigation...: 23 (30.7%)
- Nigeria: Federal Ministry of Power: 30 (40%)
- Zambia: Ministry of Energy and Water De...: 33 (44%)
Please indicate the Country Roundtable you prefer to attend during Session 1
75 responses

- Côte d'Ivoire: Sector performance & competitive tariffs (30.7%)
- Egypt: Upscaling Corporate PPAs for captive power (17.3%)
- Ethiopia: Capacity Building to procure and implement projects (12%)
- Nigeria: Inadequate Gas Supply for Power Generation (8%)
- Zambia: Off Grid Sector Development and Coordination (32%)

Please indicate the Country Roundtable you prefer to attend during Session 2
75 responses

- Côte d'Ivoire: Addressing Gas Supply/Demand imminent gap (29.3%)
- Egypt: Enhancing Sovereign and Multilateral Guarantee Programs (25.3%)
- Ethiopia: Addressing Lenders' bankability requirements (18.7%)
- Nigeria: Optimizing Business Models for off-grid (18.7%)
- Zambia: ZESCO emergency rescue... (18.7%)
- Ethiopia: Strengthening Off-taker Creditworthiness (18.7%)

Please indicate the Country Roundtable you prefer to attend during Session 3
75 responses

- Côte d'Ivoire: Upgrading IPP Procurement Program for new inve... (22.7%)
- Egypt & Zambia: Experience Sharing– South-South Cooperation... (22.7%)
- Ethiopia: Access to finance and foreign currency (18.7%)
- Nigeria: Solutions towards DISCOs enhanced liquidity (Part 1) (18.7%)
- Egypt & Zambia: Experience Sharing: South-South Cooperation: Zambia... (33.3%)

Please indicate the Country Roundtable you prefer to attend during Session 4 (Off-Grid)
75 responses

- Côte d'Ivoire: Fostering Early Stage Funding (18.7%)
- Egypt & Zambia: Renewable Energy Agency – Technical Assistance (Part 2) (21.3%)
- Ethiopia: Strengthening Off-taker Creditworthiness (22.7%)
- Nigeria: Solutions towards DISCOs enhanced liquidity (Part 2) (18.7%)